
HIGH VELOCITY HOT OIL FLUSH 

RIG technicians arrived on site on Day 1, completed site 
specific safety training, and conducted a safety walk 
down of the work area.  A Job Safety Analysis ( JSA) was 
completed prior to starting. Equipment was offloaded 
from transport and inspected. All RIG high flow filtra-
tion skids, filter carts, and hoses arrived to the job 
site hydrotested, checked for functionality, and free of 
contamination.

SET-UP
RIG equipment was staged in the designated area. 
Stainless Steel bearing jumpers were installed on the 
outboard and inboard sides of turbine, on the gener-
ator, inboard and outboard of the exciter, and the “S” 
clutch. All jumpers included valves allowing flow to be 
focused to individual bearing supply points. Prior to 
arrival the main lube oil reservoir was drained into a 
frac tank and cleaned. Once jumpers were installed and 
external flush equipment rigged, the lube oil reservoir 
was filter filled for flush.
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SYNOPSIS
RIG provided high velocity hot oil flush services on the Unit 
#1 Westinghouse 501AA located in West Phoenix.

GLOBAL LEADERS
IN PRECOMMISSION &
PLANT MAINTENANCE

Lube Oil Supply Header Tie-In

PRE-JOB & ARRIVAL
RIG was contacted by DR/Siemens Turbine Repair 
team after an alternate flush contractor was not able 
to achieve adequate flows to flush the Turbine. After 
discussing the jumper arrangement and proper equip-
ment, RIG was contracted to perform high velocity hot 
oil flush services on the Unit #1 Westinghouse 501AA 
located in West Phoenix. 

Figure 1. Lube Oil Supply 
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FOLLOWING MAJOR TURNAROUND ON WESTINGHOUSE 501AA

Case Study



FLUSH
Utilizing the Variable Frequency Drive on RIG’s 2000 
GPM flushing skid, technicians started circulation 
system slowly while checking for leaks. Oil flow was 
increased providing a calculated turbulent flow of 
32,958 Reynolds number. RIG’s flushing system 
flowed through a 25 bag filter kettle loaded with 1um 
bag filters. Heat and fine filtration was provided in a 
“kidney loop” configuration on the main lube oil res-
ervoir by a 150 GPM pump skid. 1um beta 1000 filter 
cartridges were loaded into the filter vessel. The 
target temperature for the flush was between 120-
160 degrees Fahrenheit.  Heat cycling and pneumatic 
vibrators were used to encourage the migration of 
contamination out of the system.

Once maximum flow was achieved a final leak check 
was performed system wide. The leak check passed 
and circulation was continued for a 36-hour course 
flush to remove the bulk of contamination. 

Figure 5. 
External Flush 
Setup
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INSPECTIONS
At the conclusion of the 36 hour course flush, the flush-
ing skid was shut down and inspection screens were 
installed at each bearing supply point. Flushing skid was 
restarted for a two-hour run to assess contamination 
levels in the system. The initial screens revealed a large 
amount of contamination remaining in the system.  
Screens were reinstalled at 24-hour intervals until im-
provement dictated final inspections. Each screen pass 
required two consecutive clean screens at two hour 
runs meeting API 614 visual cleanliness standards. The 
final verification screens were approved by DR/Siemens 
on Day 5.

Oil samples were pulled and a laser particle analyzer 
was utilized to provide ISO particle counts through-
out the flush. The initial ISO particle count at the start 
of the flush was out of the detectable limits for the       

Figure 6. 1st Screen Pull

Figure 7. Final 
Screen Pulls

particle analyzer.  The first complete particle count 
was an ISO 22/20/16 on 1/31/18.  A final oil sample was 
taken and sent to a 3rd party lab resulting in an ISO 
particle count of 14/12/8.

POST FLUSH
After verification of system cleanliness the RIG 
supply, discharge lines, and jumper materials were 
removed. The mechanically cleaned piping was rein-
stalled by DR/Siemens millwrights.  Foreign material 
exclusion practices were used on all connections 
open to the atmosphere.  The main lube oil reservoir 
was cleaned.  Filling of the main lube oil reservoir was 
performed using 1um beta 1000 filtration and verified 
clean using the on-site laser particle counter.  Filters, 
waste oil, and oily rags were properly disposed of 
on site.  RIG equipment was removed from site and 
housekeeping was conducted in the work area.

Figure 8. 
Reservoir 
Cleaning
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Appendix I: Final Screen Pulls



Contact us for more information:

info@therigteam.com
800-770-4510 (Domestic)
+1 281-339-5751 (International)
www.TheRigTeam.com
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